We show a direct relation between the singular point analysis and the symmetry for ordinary differential equations. It is proved that a system with a meromorphic solution allows Laurent solutions depending on m arbitrary parameters if it has m independent symmetries, regardless of the existence of single-valued first integrals. Applying the result to Hamiltonian systems, we show a pairing property and introduce a new definition of integrability as a synthesis of symmetries and first integrals.
We show a direct relation between the singular point analysis and the symmetry for ordinary differential equations. It is proved that a system with a meromorphic solution allows Laurent solutions depending on m arbitrary parameters if it has m independent symmetries, regardless of the existence of single-valued first integrals. Applying the result to Hamiltonian systems, we show a pairing property and introduce a new definition of integrability as a synthesis of symmetries and first integrals.
Further we deal with integrable Hamiltonian systems whose first integrals are in involution and discuss a relation between their symmetries and infinitely multi-valued first integrals yielded by Liouville's quadrature. § 1. Introduction
In the literature, the singular point analysis has been related to the symmetry of partial differential equations, through two different steps. In the first step, one reduces a partial differential equation using their symmetries and obtains ordinary differential equations. In the second step, the singular point analysis is applied to the obtained equations.
)-3)
Because one uses the symmetry before the singular point analysis only for the reduction of partial differential equations, this relation is not inevitable and not direct. Only in Yoshida's study,4) the Kovalevskaja exponents directly connect the singular point analysis to symmetry at present. However, he discusses only the symmetries induced by first integrals in Hamiltonian systems. Although a direct relation between the singular point analysis and symmetry is a fundamental problem for discussion of integrability of systems, there are few studies for this relation. In this paper, we consider this relation for ordinary differential equations.
Recently it was proved that a sort of integrability gives Laurent solutions with some arbitrary parameters. 5 ), 6) Furthermore the symmetries of a system also give arbitrary parameters in the Laurent solutions. A well-known example is the symmetry at of an autonomous system, dx/dt-)..(x)=O. It gives an arbitrary parameter to (in t -to). The parameter to is a first integral because it is a free constant of time but to solved for x is not single-valued globally. Like this example, parameters of the symmetry Lie group of a system are constants of motion but they are not singlevalued generally. Hence the symmetries of a system are not directly connected with the existence of single-valued first integrals. Even in Hamiltonian systems, the former is indirectly connected with the latter through the symplectic structure. In spite of this, we show that the parameters of the symmetry Lie group of a system become arbitrary expansion constants figuring in the Laurent solutions. Namely, if a system with a meromorphic solution allows m independent symmetries, it has Laurent solutions depending on at least m arbitrary parameters without the help of single'-valued first integrals. This paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we consider a relation between Laurent solutions and symmetries in ordinary differential equations. We introduce the notion of weight of the symmetry and present the main theorem which states that the symmetries of a system give the arbitrary parameters in the Laurent solutions and that the weights of the symmetries are the Kovalevskaja exponents. In § 3, we deal with Hamiltonian systems and consider the consequence of the relation between first integrals and symmetries on Laurent solutions. As an application, we show a "pairiing property", which is the relation between a pair of two Kovalevskaja exponents and that of two lowest expansion orders of conjugate variables. We then introduce a new definition of integrability as a synthesis of single-valued symmetries and single-valued first integrals. Further we deal with integrable Hamiltonian systems whose first integrals are in involution and state that parameters of the symmetry Lie group of a system are equivalent to infinitely multi-valued first integrals yielded by Liouville's quadrature. In § 4, we prove the theorem in § 2. § 2_ Ordinary differential equations and symmetries Through a simple example, we consider a relation between Laurent solutions and symmetries in this section.
A differential equation
is autonomous, hence, in the complex plane there is a movable singularity of its solution. Around it, the general solution of this system has the Laurent expansion. Our considerations begin at the lowest order of the Laurent solutions. Because the singularity can be located at an arbitrary point to from autonomy, we set to=O for the sake of brevity. Let Xl =ad e1 and xz=azt e2 , and substitute them into (2-1). We then determine el, ez, al and az so that the lowest order terms vanish. From the .lowest balance of t, we have el-1=2min(el, ez), ez-1=2min(el, ez) and obtain el =ez= -1. tHence the lowest order terms of (2-1) are
Let (aI, az)=(bz, bz) be a solution of the algebraic equation (2) (3) . Then L(t)=(blrI, bzrl) becomes a solution of (2-1) only at the lowest order. This asymptotic solution is called "dominant behav~or". In this case, L is also a true solution because of the absence of the higher order terms.
Here we introduce symmetries for ordinary differential equations. The system (2 ·1) has the rotational symmetry. This is equivalent to that the generator Vz = -XlaZ+XZal (ai=a/aXi) of the infinitesimal rotation commutes with the generator Vt 
where tz is the parameter of the Lie group generated by Vz. Furthermore, from autonomy, at which is the infinitesimal time translation is a symmetry of the system. . In this paper, we deal only with symmetries of the form
which does not have the term at. Since it is known 
(2-10)
The relation (2-9) connects a symmetry with its characteristic. Put the two operations VI and V2 together, and we obtain the solution
depending on two arbitrary parameters tl and t2. The symmetries yield the Laurent general solution.
With the above preparation, we start a singular point analysis for systems with symmetries. Like the system (2 -I), if every movable singularity of a solution is a pole, it is said "the system has the Painleve property". The Painleve property has been believed for a long time to be a necessary or sufficient condition for integrability of systems. In fact, only a certain necessary condition for the Painleve property is used to search for integrable systems because of simplicity of the concrete caiculations.l) This necessary condition is that the system has meromorphic solutions with enough number of arbitrary parameters. Hence information about the arbitrary parameters in the Laurent series of the solutions becomes a subject of the singular point analysis. From now on, we assume that the arbitrary parameters of the solution X(tl, ... , tt; t) satisfy
for simplicity. The tl and t2 of (2-11) satisfy this assumption. Let C¥l(t)=tXl, C¥2(t) = tX2 and let us see the orders of terms depending on arbitrary parameters in the Laurent series in t of C¥1 and C¥2. Suppose t > tl, and we obtain
The linear parts for tl and t2 are contained only in the -lth order term and the Oth order term in t respectively. For a general n-dimensional system with a dominant behavior (bIle" bzt e ., ... , bnt en ), pick up the terms containing linear parts of arbitrary. parameters in the Laurent series of c¥=(re'Xl, ... , renXn) in t. We call the orders in t of these terms "Kovalevskaja exponents (=:KEs)". Strictly speaking, this definition covers some parts of KEs which are introduced by Y oshida 4 ) using a variational system but it is sufficient for usage in this paper. Then -1 and 0 are KEs of the system (2 ·1). Yoshida showed equality between KE and a certain characteristic exponent, called "weight", of first integrals. 4 ) Here we define the characteristic exponent named "weight" of symmetries and the dominant vector. It will be shown that these weights are also equal to KEs if the dominant vectors are independent.
The weight Ve for a: dominant behavior L(t)=(bd e1 ,. .. , bnt en ) is defined by the following. Let m be the least positive integer such that me;EZ(i=l, 2, "', n) and let r=tl/m. Define a neighborhood of the dominant behavior L(t) as (2·14) where UbcC n (resp. UocC) is a neighborhood of b=(bl, "', bn)EC n (resp. OEC).
For a holomorphic function f(x, t) on V, using the order of zero point in r of lea, r)= f(alr me1 , "', anr men , r m ), we define ve(f):=d by 
Their weights -1 and 0 are precisely the KEs of the system (2 ·1). It is well known that an autonomous system always has KE= -1 corresponding to the time translational symmetry. Let qi be the dominant vector of Vi (i=l, 2) . We obtain
Hence the dominant vectors ql and q2 are linearly independent for a = b (=1= 0) which is a solution of (2·3), and independency of arbitrary parameters is assured. The above facts concerning the system (2·1) can be generalized, and we present the following theorem. 
Consider an n-dimensional

For each k, Ve( Vk) is a KE.
A proof of this theorem is in § 4. In other words, the existence of the above Laurent solutions is a necessary condition for the existence of symmetries. Furthermore this theorem implies that such Laurent solutions can exist without assuming the existence of single-valued first integrals. In non-Hamiltonian systems, it is natural that the symmetries are unrelated with single-valued first· integrals. Note that infinitely many negative orders exist in the Laurent solution if there is a symmetry whose weight is less than -1. Then the system may not have the Painleve property. We will see such an example in § 3. § 3. Hamiltonian systems Because the symmetries correspond to the first integrals in Hamiltonian systems, we need to consider not only the consequence of the symmetries on the Laurent solutions but also the one yielded by the relation between the symmetries and the first integrals.
We consider a Hamiltonian system with n-degrees of freedom given by the
Hamiltonian H(P, x) (P=(Pl, "', Pn), X=(Xl' "', Xn)). Let (p, X)=(ZI, "', Zn, Zn+l, "', Z2n). If the system has a first integral ([J(p, x),
is a symmetry of the system by the N oether theorem. Then grad ([J (= a([J jaz) determines the symmetry. From this, we define the dominant vector of ([J, and calculate the weight and the dominant vector of the corresponding symmetry. We assume that the system has a dominant behavior (bd e " "', bnt en , bn+lt en +" "', b2nt e2n ). Let a=(al, a2, "', an, an+l, "', a2n) ,
e2n ) Z a, -al , , aZn , qp;(a, t)=( ~! (z(a, t)) )rve(<l»)+ei , qx,(a, t)=( ~! (z(a, t)) )rve(<l»)+ei+n. (i=I, "', n)
The dominant vector q of ([J is defined by (3·3)
Hence the dominant vector of v corresponding to ([J, is q(a)=( -qx,(a, 0), "', -qxn(a, 0), qp,(a, 0), "', qp.(a, 0)) (3'4)
and the weight of this v is (3'5) In the special case where the system satisfies and
because Ve(Xi) = ve(dx;jdt)
From the above, we can apply theorem 2.1 to Hamiltonian systems, and obtain the following corollary.
Consider an autonomous Hamiltonian system with n-degrees of freedom that admits a meromorphic solution zoe t) at t = to. We allow Zo to have an algebraically branching pole at t = to, and set m to be its branching exponent. Then the system has
M. Ishii a dominant behavior L( t). i) Let V be the neighborhood of L( t). The system has I first integrals (f)l( = Hamiltonian), (f)2, ... , (f)l such that the (f)k(P, x) are holomorphic on V, -00 < mVe( (f)k)EZ, and that the dominant vectors qk of (f)k are linearly independent on the dominant behavior.
Corollary 3.l.
If the system satisfies condition i), there exists a family of solutions which are
Laurent series in r( = tl/m) and depend on at least l independent arbitrary parameters.
For each k, wk:=minl'::i,::
It is shown in 6) that -Vee (f)k) is equal to a KE. Put together this and the result of the corollary 3·1, and we have the following. (6i, -3, -12i, 6 ) j=l, ···,4) and by determining Q'k.j recursively, we can confirm this result. In this Laurent series, there are infinitely many negative orders yielded by KE= -3 except the movable polar singularity corresponding to KE= -1. Then, in the neighborhood of t=O, this solution has an essential singurality or some singuralities. Such situations occur if a weight of (J)k is lower than that of H as in this example (veC (J))= -8, veCH) = -6). Is the Painleve property too strong a condition for integrablity? Aside from the discussion for the Painleve property, we consider autonomous integrable Hamiltonian systems whose first integrals are in involution. If n independent first integrals rIh(P, x)( =H), ._-, (J)n(P, x) of a Hamiltonian system with n-degrees of freedom satisfy {(J)i, (J)j}=O (i, j=l, ... , n), they are called "in involution" where { , } is the Poisson bracket. This system often has meromorphic solutions with n arbitrary parameters. In addition to these parameters, corollary 3.1 assures that n more arbitrary parameters of symmetries are contained in a Laurent solution in general. Namely there exists the Laurent series which is the general solution (containing 2n arbitrary parameters), although the number of the independent symmetries is half the dimension (=2n) of the system. On the other side, recently, the author proved 6 ) that if an N-dimensional ordinary differential equation has N -1 first integrals whose dominant vectors are independent, there is a Puiseux solution with N-arbitrary constants where N-is the number of the negatively weighted first integrals. But for the Hamiltonian system, the number of the independent first integrals is only half the dimension.
Proposition 3.1 If the dominant vector of (f)k does not vanish on the dominant behavior,
To explain this excessive number of arbitrary constants, we need to examine the notion of integrability again. Liouville's quadrature givesn more first integrals lP"t(p, x, t) (= iJil (P, x)-t), lJf 2(p, x) , ... , lJfn(P, x) using a canonical transformation. It is understood that these integrals are infinitely multi-valued in general by the existence of the quasi-periodic motion. Nevertheless, using (J)i and lJfi, we can prove that the solution can have more than n arbitrary parameters from the theorem of the author. Hence the existence of Laurent solutions with enough number of arbitrary parameters cannot imply "single-valued" integrability. But if we extend the definition of integrability, we can connect such Laurent solutions to the extended integrability. Let us consider two methods of such extension here. One is to use the first integrals yielded by integration of single-valued functions on algebraic varieties, and "integrability" is defined by full independent first integrals including them. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) Of course, integrability in involution is also integrability in this sense. We conjecture that the arbitrary parameters in the Laurent solutions are divided into two pairs, and one pair connects to the single-valued first integrals, another pair connects to the single-valued symmetries.
Lastly, we discuss the relation between the infinitely multi-valued first integrals and the symmetries. Yoshida obtained the following results in this connection for similarly invariant Hamiltonian systems.
Proposition 3.2.
Under the assumption of (3) (4) (5) (6) and the independency of the dominant vectors of (fJI, ••. , (fJn, i) and ii) hold. Hence, the weight of Vi is equal to the weight of 1Jf i. This comes from the following fact. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) where ti= 1Jf i (z) (i=l, 2, ... , n). 
For every solution z(t)=(PCt), x(t)), Zo(t) exist such that z=exp(tIVI+···+tnVn)Z!Z=ZO,
where 7r is the projection from W into the complex phase space. Note that g(tl' "', t l ) h(rm-rom) move only x of (x, rm)E W, does not move time r because g and hare generated by the symmetries without the term at. The map x is holomorphic and bijective because every /-lu, Ai is holomorphic in tl, "', tl, r on Wand every tl Vl + ...
+ tlV 1+ rm V t «tl, "', tl, r) E Ul X ... X UI x Uo) does not vanish by the independency on W. From the definition of the symmetry, X(tl, "', t l , t) is a solution of the system. Hence, on Uo, we can expand x into the Laurent series in r holomorphically depending on tl , " ' , tl. Naturally, tl, "', tl become independent parameters by bijectivity of x. Define /-li=(/-lli, /-l2i, "', /-lni) and nX n-matrix T(r)=diag (r me " "', r men ), and let qi( E en) be the dominant vector of Vi. Using the definition of the dominant vector, we obtain . X(tl, "', tl; rm) =xO+(tlVl + ... + tIVl)Xlx=xo+~(tlVl + ... + tIVI)2Xlx=xo+ '" z. (4'5) where 0«t1, ... , tl)2) are the homogeneous terms in t1, ... , tl higher than the second order and qi=qi(a~r)). From the definition of KE, every Ve(Vi) is KE. 0 § 5. Summary
=(a(r)+tl/-ll(XO, r)+ .. ·+tl/-lz(XO, r)+O«tl, "', tl)2))T(r)
We deal with autonomous ordinary differential equations including Hamiltonian systems. Under the assumption that a system has at least one meromorphic solution, weight of its symmetries can be defined and the following is proved. If the system admitting m independent symmetries, their weights are Kovarevskaja exponents and it has a Laurent solution depending on at least m arbitrary parameters regardless of the existence of first integrals. This proof in this paper is being generalized for systems having a Puiseux solution. The above Laurent solution has infinitely many negative orders when a weight of symmetries is less than -1. Hence many systems may not have the Painleve property in spite of the existence of the Laurent solutions. We then define new integrability related to Laurent solutions (allowing the essential singularities) as a synthesis of single-valued symmetries and single-valued first integrals.
